INTRODUCTION
============

Chemotactic cell migration is essential in a wide range of physiological and pathological processes, including angiogenesis, embryonic development, innate immunity, metastasis of cancer cells, and chronic wounds ([@B3]; [@B23]). *Dictyostelium* is frequently used as a model organism for studying chemotaxis since the core signaling pathways and mechanical properties are highly conserved ([@B19]; [@B13]; [@B42]; [@B39]; [@B11]). Chemotactic cells integrate the complex signaling networks that regulate their directional migration into a repetitive sequence of shape changes: protrusion of frontal pseudopodia and retraction of the back of the cell ([@B1]; [@B29]; [@B44]; [@B41]; [@B30]). These shape changes are implemented periodically and in coordination with the traction stresses that drive cell motion, forming the stages of a *motility cycle* ([@B41]; [@B17]; [@B30]; [@B32]).

F-actin polymerization is known to be a key process in cell migration, in particular in the protrusion of the pseudopodia at the cell\'s leading edge ([@B45]; [@B9]). The spatiotemporal dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton are coordinated by upstream signaling regulators, including F-actin nucleators, and by F-actin cross-linking proteins ([@B35]; [@B36]; [@B37]). One important mechanism for F-actin growth is actin filament branching (dendritic polymerization), initiated by the Arp2/3 heptameric complex ([@B14]; [@B34]; [@B6]; [@B28]). This complex is, in turn, regulated by F-actin nucleation--promoting factors, including the WASP and SCAR/WAVE protein complexes ([@B31]; [@B7]). The highly conserved SCAR/WAVE pentameric complex includes PIR121 (Sra-1/CYFIP/GEX-2), SCAR (WAVE), HSPC300, ABI1, and NAP1 (Hem2/KETTE/GEX-3), which bind and activate Arp2/3 and also bind other signaling factors that activate the SCAR/WAVE complex ([@B15]; [@B5]; [@B25]; [@B16]).

An increasing knowledge of actin polymerization regulation is starting to provide a general, more qualitative picture of how biochemical processes control cell migration. Unlike mammalian cells lacking the SCAR protein, *Dictyostelium* cells lacking SCAR (*scrA^−^* cells) can still move, albeit with reduced chemoattractant-induced F-actin polymerization, presumably by employing other F-actin nucleation--promoting factors such as WASP ([@B8]; [@B26]). On the other hand, *Dictyostelium* cells lacking the SCAR/WAVE complex protein PIR121 (*pirA^−^* cells) undergo increased F-actin polymerization, enhanced pseudopod activity, and reduced substrate adhesion ([@B8]).

However, there are essential aspects of this picture that are less clear. In particular, we do not know whether, or how, the regulation of F-actin polymerization by SCAR/WAVE affects the production of the traction stresses that drive cell movement. With this goal in mind, we used traction force cytometry (TFC) to measure the spatiotemporal distribution of the traction stresses exerted by wild-type cells and two SCAR/WAVE complex mutant strains migrating up a chemoattractant gradient on flat, elastic substrates. The precise characterization of each traction stress phenotype was then used to determine the role that SCAR/WAVE--mediated dendritic F-actin polymerization plays in the modulation of the cellular traction stresses and in the implementation of the motility cycle.

RESULTS
=======

To examine the role that SCAR/WAVE--mediated dendritic F-actin polymerization plays in regulating the generation of traction stresses during amoeboid motility, we acquired time-lapse images of wild-type cells and two mutant strains that lack either the SCAR/WAVE complex component SCAR (*scrA^−^*) or PIR121 (*pirA^−^*). Cells are placed in a chemoattractant gradient on the surface of a polyacrylamide matrix with known elasticity containing fluorescent carboxymethylated poly­styrene beads (see *Materials and Methods*). As the cells move up the gradient, they deform the substrate, producing time-dependent displacements of the fluorescent beads. We used TFC and field statistical analysis to quantitatively analyze and compare the mechanical phenotypes of wild-type, *scrA^−^*, and *pirA^−^* cells.

Polarity and speed of the SCAR/WAVE mutants do not correlate with their F-actin levels
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As reported by [@B8]), we show that both *scrA^−^* and *pirA^−^* cells chemotax with less than half the speed of wild-type cells ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In our statistical analysis, we found that both mutants are less polarized than the wild type, and, in addition, *scrA^−^* cells have a reduced surface area ([Figure 1, B--E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to [@B8]), we did not observe frequent, multiple leading-edge protrusions in *pirA^−^* and *scrA^−^* cells, possibly due to differences in the experimental conditions (Supplemental Figure S1, A--C). In agreement with previous studies ([@B8]; [@B25]), we found that resting *pirA^−^* cells contain on average 50% more basal F-actin per cell than wild-type cells, whereas *scrA^−^* cells have 30% less basal F-actin per cell than wild-type cells ([Figure 1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In response to the chemoattractant, both mutant strains exhibit proportional, stimulus-induced biphasic F-actin polymerization, as previously reported (Supplemental Figure S1D; [@B8]; [@B25]).

![Boxplots of kinematic parameters of chemotaxing wild-type (blue), *pirA^−^* (green), and *scrA^−^* (red) cells. (A) Speed of migration (μm/min). (B) Aspect ratio (cell length divided by cell width). (C) Cell length (μm). (D) Cell width (μm). (E) Area (μm^2^). Open circles represent outliers, and the notched section of the boxplots shows the 95% confidence interval around the median. Asterisks denote significant differences between distributions: \*, 0.01 \< p~d~ \< 0.05; \*\*, p~d~ \< 0.01 (Wilcoxon rank sum test for equal medians). (F) Levels of F-actin of unstimulated cells normalized by the corresponding levels of unstimulated wild-type cells (F-actin assay). Error bars, SD from the average.](3995fig1){#F1}

Disruption of the SCAR/WAVE complex causes the misregulation of the motility cycle
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Amoeboid cells migrate by following a series of well-defined steps that result from periodic oscillations of the cell length L(t) and strain energy exerted on the substrate on which they migrate, U~s~(t) (see later discussion, Eq. 2; Supplemental Figures S2A and S3; [@B46]; [@B22]; [@B41]; [@B2]). To assess the importance of the effect of dendritic F-actin polymerization on the periodicity of the motility cycle, we analyzed and compared the temporal evolution of both L(t) and U~s~(t) time records for wild-type, *scrA^−^*, and *pirA^−^*cells (Supplemental Figure S2A; see *Materials and Methods*). The degree of periodicity of the individual records was assessed by fitting the data in a nonlinear, least squares sense with a sine wave and then calculating their cross-correlation (Supplemental Figure S3; see *Materials and Methods*).

We found that the correlation between the cell length and the best-fitting sine wave (degree of periodicity of the time variation of L \[DOP\]) for *scrA^−^* cells (median of 33%) is similar to that for wild-type cells (median of 37%), whereas that for *pirA^−^* cells is significantly lower (median of 18%; [Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This finding indicates that the time record of the length of the cells in both wild-type and *scrA^−^* cells oscillates periodically. However, the time record of the cell length for *pirA^−^* cells is not periodic and exhibits more random and uncoordinated oscillations. This lack of periodicity of *pirA^−^* cells may be the reason why, despite their high F-actin content, they move less efficiently than *scrA^−^* cells, whose F-actin content is much lower. This could indicate that the efficiency of the cell motility depends more on the ability of the cell to perform a periodic cycle of protrusions and retractions rather than its overall F-actin content.

![(A) Boxplots of the DOP of the time evolution of the cell length L(t). Boxplots refer to wild-type (N = 29, blue), *pirA^−^* (N = 18, green), and *scrA^−^* (N = 17, red) cells. (B) Boxplots of the correlation coefficients, R~L_U~, between the time evolution of the strain energy, U~s~(t), and the cell length, L(t), for each cell line. Boxplots refer to wild-type (N = 18, blue), *pirA^−^* (N = 16, green), and *scrA^−^* (N = 16, red) cells. Black asterisks, significant differences between distributions: \*, 0.01 \< p~d~ \< 0.05, \*\*, p~d~ \< 0.01; red asterisks, a distribution with a median significantly different from zero: \*, p~z~ \< 0.05 (Wilcoxon signed rank test).](3995fig2){#F2}

Because the strain energy exerted by the chemotaxing cells on their substrates also exhibits an oscillatory behavior, we explored whether there was any relationship between the cell length and strain energy oscillations. In agreement with previous findings ([@B2]), we found a positive correlation in wild-type cells, indicating that the cell length oscillates with the same period and is in phase with the strain energy ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figures S2B and S4B). We also obtained a high degree of correlation for *scrA^−^* cells, although the cell length was slightly out of phase from the strain energy, suggesting there might be a delay for these cells to generate traction stresses ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S2B). In contrast, *pirA^−^* cells showed a much lower cross-correlation ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

The frequency of the motility cycle and distance advanced per cycle decrease in cells lacking SCAR
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our previous studies showed that wild-type cells and two strains with contractility deficiencies (Myosin II heavy chain--null cells, Myosin II essential light chain--null cells) migrate with an average speed V linearly proportional to the frequency f of the oscillations in their cell length and strain energy ([@B32]). This suggests the relation V = f · λ = λ/T, in which λ is a constant equal to the average step length advanced by the cell per cycle. Of interest, we found that this relation holds for *scrA^−^* cells, although, compared with the wild-type cells, their velocity--frequency slope is smaller, indicating that they perform, on average, a shorter step length per cycle ([Figures 3, A--B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and S4, A and C). Furthermore, we found that the value of λ within the population of *scrA^−^* cells does not correlate with the size of the cells (Supplemental Figure S4C). This would suggest that the cause of their reduced step length is, most likely, not due to their smaller cell size. However, we found that for any given cell the step length is always lower than the average length of the cell (Supplemental Figure S4C).

![(A) Scatter plot of the average speed of migration V versus the frequency f of their motility cycle determined through the time evolution of cell length, L(t) (N = 46). The data points refer to N = 29 wild-type (blue circles) and N = 17 *scrA^−^* cells (red circles). The dashed blue and red lines are the least square fits to the data for wild-type and *scrA^−^* cells, respectively. V = 18.5f for wild-type and V = 16.1f for *scrA^−^* cells, showing that the *scrA^−^* cells perform a motility cycle with an average step length of 16.1 μm vs. the 18.5 μm in the wild-type cells. The root mean square errors (RMSEs) when fitting the data linearly were RMSE~WT~ = 3.20 and RMSE~scrA~ = 0.99. The correlation coefficients of the two variables were R~WT~ = 0.364 and R~scrA~ = 0.785. To better visualize the correlation, the f--V plane was divided into rectangular tiles of equal area, and the size and color of each data point were scaled according to the total number of data points that fall on each specific tile (i.e., its rate of occurrence). As a result, darker, larger circles represent those data points that were observed more often in our experiments, and vice versa. (B) Boxplots of the average step length *λ* advanced per period and (C) time duration of each of the four phases for wild-type (blue) and *scrA^−^* cells (red). Asterisks, significant differences between distributions: \*, 0.01\< p~d~ \< 0.05; \*\*, p~d~ \< 0.01.](3995fig3){#F3}

To investigate the cause of the increase in the period for *scrA^−^* cells, we dissected the motility cycle into the four phases explained previously ([@B17]; [@B2]) and compared their time duration with that of wild type (Supplemental Figure S5). We determined that the longer period for *scrA^−^* cells was the result of a considerable increase in the time duration of the protrusion phase and, to a lesser extent, an increase in the duration of the retraction phase ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Strength of traction stresses differs in the SCAR/WAVE mutants and correlates with their altered F-actin levels
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess the contribution of F-actin polymerization on the traction stresses generated by the cells during migration, we measured the traction stresses using our traction force cytometry technique (see *Materials and Methods*) ([@B17]). We then used conditional statistics to calculate the average traction stresses exerted by the cells during each of the four phases of their motility cycle ([@B17]; [@B33]). We found that for wild-type, *pirA^−^*, and *scrA^−^* cells, the average stress pattern consists of the localized attachment at the front and back of the cell and the simultaneous contraction of the substrate toward its center, in agreement with our previous studies ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S6; [@B2]). However, whereas the overall stress pattern is conserved in the SCAR/WAVE mutants, the magnitude of the traction stresses is altered. *scrA^−^* cells exert ∼50% weaker traction stresses, whereas the traction stresses exerted by *pirA^−^* cells are slightly larger than those of wild-type cells ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Movies SM1 and SM2). Similar trends are observed for the average strain energy (Eq. 2; [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These differences cannot be attributed to the cell size, since all measured mechanical parameters normalized by the cell area confirm that traction stresses are stronger in wild-type and *pirA^−^* cells than in *scrA^−^* cells ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Of interest, we found that the strength of the traction stresses for all cell lines correlates very well with the specific F-actin level of each cell line ([Figures 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; [@B8]).

![(A) Average stress distribution pattern for wild-type (N = 14), *pirA^−^* (N = 17), and *scrA^−^* (N = 14) cells during chemotaxis on elastic polyacrylamide substrate. The contour maps show the average traction stress field, computed in a reference frame rotated to have the *x*- and *y*-axes coincide with the instantaneous principal axes of the cells. All dimensions are scaled with the length of their instantaneous major axis, a. Details of how the cell-coordinate system used in these plots is constructed can be found elsewhere ([@B17]; [@B2]). The colors indicate the magnitude of the stresses in pN/unit area, and the arrows indicate their direction. The white contours show the average shape of the cells in this reference frame. The front (F) of the cell corresponds to x \> 0 and the back (B) to x \< 0. (B) First five columns: cell type; average values of the pole forces obtained from the integration of the stresses in the front and the back halves of the cells (F~p~); average magnitude of the pole forces normalized by the cell area (F~p~/A~c~); average strain energy (U~s~); average strain energy normalized by the cell area (U~s~/A~c~). The last two columns show the average protein amount in μg/cell (DC assay) for each cell line and the average protein amounts in the mutants compared with that measured in wild-type cells. (C) Time evolution of the magnitude of the integral of the traction stresses along the width of the cell as a function of the position along the cell length for a representative wild-type, *pirA^−^*, and *scrA^−^* cell (sketch). Dashed lines indicate the cell front. The adhesion sites of the cell can be clearly seen, as well as the frequency of the formation of frontal adhesions, which coincides with the measured period of the motility cycle (T).](3995fig4){#F4}

Although the general stress pattern for all cell lines is similar, we found that, unlike the wild type, the leading edge of both SCAR/WAVE mutant strains exerts negligible traction stresses ([Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S7). The location of the maximum in the frontal traction stresses in the mutant cells is shifted toward the center of the cell, away from the leading edge ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S7A). By tracking the position of the integral of the traction stresses along the cell width as a function of the position along the cell length during time, we confirmed that the frontal attachments of both mutants are always shifted closer to the cell centroid as compared with the wild type ([Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Of interest, this specific stress mapping reveals that the frequency of the motility cycle we determined through the analysis of the oscillations in the cell length and strain energy also coincides with the frequency of frontal adhesion formation ([Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

To further compare the mechanics of the cell lines that exhibit a motility cycle (wild-type and *scrA^−^* cells), we applied the phase-averaging method and examined the specific stress patterns during each of the four phases of their cycle ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Movies SM1 and SM2; [@B17]; [@B2]). We found that the stress patterns during all phases are similar when comparing the two cell lines. However, for the majority of *scrA^−^* cells examined, the position of the maximum in the frontal traction stresses is closer to the cell\'s centroid for all phases compared the position of the maximum in wild-type cells; however, this difference is only statistically significant during the protrusion phase (Supplemental Figure S7B). The similarities of the phase-averaged stress patterns between the two cell lines not only reconfirm the preservation of the cyclical movement for *scrA^−^* cells, but also suggest that the mechanics of migration of *scrA^−^* cells are similar to those of wild-type cells, despite their altered F-actin levels and presumed dynamics. A detailed description of the technique used to calculate these phase averaged stress patterns can be found in [@B32]).

![Phase-averaged traction stress maps and cell shapes corresponding to the four phases of the motility cycle for wild-type (N = 14) and *scrA^−^* (N = 14) cells (for description of the contour maps see [Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The legends show the average durations, T~1~,..., T~4~, and the corresponding average speeds during each phase, V~1~,..., V~4~.](3995fig5){#F5}

F-actin at the cell\'s front and traction stress strength are highly correlated in wild-type and *scrA^−^* cells
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We examined the spatiotemporal control of F-actin in vivo during chemotaxis by using the F-actin reporter *Lifeact,* a peptide derived from the F-actin--binding protein Abp140 fused to green fluorescent protein (GFP; [@B38]). Joint analysis of the temporal evolution of the instantaneous maximum fluorescence intensity of *Lifeact* at the front of the cell, G~max~(t), and the cell length revealed that these quantities are highly correlated and are in phase for wild-type and *scrA^−^* cells (Supplemental Figure S8, C and D). However, *pirA^−^* cells showed no significant correlation between these two quantities, consistent with our finding that these cells do not undergo a synchronized motility cycle. Nevertheless, the average fluorescence intensity of all three strains is qualitatively similar ([Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![(A) Average cell shape and localization of *Lifeact*, a reporter for F-actin, for wild-type (N = 9), *pirA^−^* (N = 8), and *scrA^−^* (N = 9) cells. The contour maps show the average fluorescence, computed in the same cell-based normalized reference frame as used in [Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The colors indicate the intensity of *Lifeact*. The white contours show the average shape of the cells. The front (F) of the cell corresponds to x \> 0 and the back (B) corresponds to x \< 0. (B) Phase-averaged cell shape and localization of *Lifeact* during the four stereotypical phases of the motility cycle for wild-type (N = 9) and *scrA^−^* (N = 9) cells. (C) Phase-averaged values of the *Lifeact* fluorescence intensity (dashed line) and of the traction stresses (solid line) integrated along the width of the cell as a function of the position along the cell length for wild-type (N = 6) and *scrA^−^* (N = 4) cells. The intensity and force levels are normalized with their maximum value for each cell.](3995fig6){#F6}

We further examined the nature of the changes of the F-actin localization throughout the motility cycle for cells expressing the GFP-tagged F-actin reporter *Lifeact*. We found that the peak of F-actin at the cell front in both wild-type and *scrA^−^* cells is localized in a confined area during protrusion and contraction, whereas it is more diffused during retraction and relaxation ([Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Wild-type cells exhibit moderate frontal F-actin levels during protrusion, which then increase during contraction, decrease during retraction to levels lower than those during protrusion, and become minimal during relaxation ([Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This temporal pattern of F-actin levels coincides with the temporal pattern of the strength of the traction stresses ([Figure 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figures S8A and S9). In contrast, *scrA^−^* cells show similar frontal F-actin levels during protrusion and retraction, when the strengths of the traction stresses are comparable ([Figures 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6, B and C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The locations along the cell\'s anterior--posterior axis of the frontal peak F-actin and the traction stresses are close to each other in wild-type cells, whereas they are further apart in *scrA^−^* cells ([Figure 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This is consistent with our observation that the front of *scrA^−^* cells is elevated off of the substratum. We conclude that, although the localization and intensity modulation of F-actin during the distinct phases exhibit some minor differences, the oscillations of the amplitude of the traction stresses are well correlated with the oscillations of the peak of F-actin at the cell\'s front for both wild-type and *scrA^−^* cells ([Figure 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figures S8 and S9).

DISCUSSION
==========

We measured and analyzed the time evolution of the cell length, traction stresses, and strain energy exerted by mutants in the SCAR/WAVE complex (*pirA^−^* and *scrA^−^* cells) and wild-type cells with high spatial and temporal resolution. Although previous studies explored the biochemical role of some of the proteins in the SCAR/WAVE pentameric complex, little is known about their role in the mechanics of directed cell migration ([@B8]; [@B7]). We used TFC techniques and statistical analysis to establish a quantitative comparison of the motility phenotypes of wild-type, *pirA^−^*, and *scrA^−^* cells. This allowed us to obtain a quantitative insight into the role that these components play in the coordination of the cellular traction stresses that drive directional cell movement.

In our previous work, we showed that wild-type cells and cells with contractility deficiencies chemotax by performing cyclical oscillations of their cell length and strain energy ([@B17]; [@B32]). In the present study, we first investigated whether the SCAR/WAVE complex proteins PIR121 or SCAR were essential to the existence of a coordinated periodic motility cycle. We found that *pirA^−^* cells performed chemotaxis without implementing a periodic cycle, whereas *scrA^−^* cells chemotax by performing a well-coordinated periodic cycle of protrusions and retractions, similar to wild-type cells. Nevertheless, both the migration speed and the frequency with which the *scrA^−^* cells repeat their motility cycle are much lower than those of wild-type cells, which suggests that *scrA^−^* cells need more than twice the time that wild-type cells need to complete a cycle. The lack of a defined motility cycle in *pirA^−^* cells could be the reason why they migrate as slowly as *scrA^−^* cells even though they contain almost double the amount of F-actin. This suggests that the ability to implement a well-coordinated motility cycle is what determines the efficiency of the cell migration rather than the F-actin content. Moreover, this observation implies that regulated F-actin polymerization at the cell\'s front plays an essential role in the conservation of the motility cycle. For wild-type and *scrA^−^* cells, we found that the cell length and strain energy oscillations are highly correlated, suggesting that the regulation of the cycle depends on the ability of the cell to modulate its length and to generate traction stresses. We confirmed that the average period of the oscillations in the cell length (and strain energy) for wild-type and *scrA^−^* cells is inversely proportional to the cell\'s average migration speed, in agreement with our previous findings for cell movement on gelatin substrates ([@B17]; [@B32]) and with experimental measurements and theoretical models obtained for crawling keratocytes ([@B4]). This correlation is also consistent with the view that the average speed of migration of the cell is determined by the frequency at which it can perform its motility cycle. Of interest, we found that the step length for *scrA^−^* cells is shorter than for wild-type cells. This reduction in the average step length is due not to their smaller size but presumably to their altered F-actin dynamics.

By splitting the motility cycle into four canonical stages (phases), we found that the increase in the period of *scrA^−^* cells is mainly due to an increase in the time duration of the protrusion phase and, to a lesser extent, the retraction phase. This finding indicates that misregulating the dendritic F-actin polymerization primarily affects the duration of the phases in which the cell length changes the most, consistent with the key role that F-actin polymerization dynamics plays in the protrusion of the cell\'s leading edge. The increase in the time duration of protrusion may result from a lack of positive feedback from branching polymerization by Arp2/3. This may also explain why the durations of the contraction and relaxation phases are only slightly prolonged in *scrA^−^* cells compared with wild-type cells since they do not require changes in F-actin levels. However, the reason for the observed increase in the time duration of the retraction phase is unclear. One possible explanation is that the coordination of the actomyosin contractile network is affected by the misregulated F-actin dynamics. Contractile stresses are transmitted through the F-actin network, and therefore, structural changes of this network (more or less dendritic) in *scrA^−^* cells could also affect the efficiency of phases other than protrusion. Likewise, disruption of Myosin-II contractility or cross-linking has been shown to alter the duration of all the phases of the motility cycle, not only retraction ([@B32]).

Cells move by attaching and transmitting stresses to the substrate on which they migrate through the formation of adhesion sites whose function is controlled by membrane proteins bound to the cytoskeletal F-actin filaments ([@B19]). Consistent with this notion, the F-actin content and its cytoskeletal organization should affect the magnitude of the traction stresses. We confirmed this hypothesis by measuring the traction stress field produced by SCAR/WAVE complex mutants during chemotactic migration. Although for wild-type and mutant cells the time-averaged traction stresses show a similar simultaneous front-and-back contractile pattern, we found appreciable differences in the strength of these traction stresses in the different strains. The strength of the stresses is stronger for *pirA^−^* cells and weaker for *scrA^−^* cells when compared with wild-type cells and correlates with the differences in the levels of F-actin in each strain. This observation indicates that the strength of the traction stresses could be determined by the amount of F-actin present. Nevertheless, one cannot rule out the possibility that this change in magnitude may also be due to the differences in the structural organization of the F-actin networks (more or less dendritic actin) alluded to previously or to other effects associated with the SCAR/WAVE complex. Simultaneous phase average analysis of the traction stresses and F-actin levels using the *Lifeact* fluorescence reporter showed that the strength of the traction stresses and the maximum fluorescence intensity at the cell\'s front are both modulated up and down similarly during the different phases of the motility cycle. This provides strong evidence that the level of F-actin is one of the factors that determine the strength of the traction stresses exerted on the substrate.

We found that wild-type, *pirA^−^*, and *scrA^−^* cells promote F-actin polymerization and display similar localization of the F-actin reporter *Lifeact*. This suggests that misregulation of the SCAR/WAVE complex does not severely affect F-actin dynamics or its localization ([@B8]; [@B25]). However, we found that although frontal F-actin levels and traction stress strength fluctuate considerably during the wild-type motility cycle (increase during protrusion, peak during contraction and decrease significantly in retraction and relaxation), for *scrA^−^* cells, F-actin and traction stresses are of similar magnitude in the protrusion and retraction phases, with less F-actin and stresses than wild-type cells during protrusion but more than wild-type cells during retraction. One could consider that, in *scrA^−^* cells, the increase in frontal F-actin during retraction and its decrease during protrusion are indicators of a time delay in the actin polymerization relative to the cell\'s lengthening. This is also consistent with the trend of the maximum frontal F-actin record to precede the cell length record. If actin polymerization is delayed compared with cell lengthening in *scrA^−^* cells, it raises the question of what other determinants of cell lengthening, apart from F-actin polymerization, are driving the migration of this strain. Hydrostatic pressure could have an increased effect on *scrA^−^* cells compared with wild-type cells, since an impeded dendritic structure of the cortex may result in a weakening of the cortex in the mutant. That could also partially explain the displacement of the frontal peak stresses closer to the cell\'s centroid and the slight delay of those cells in generating forces. However, we do not observe blebs formed by *scrA^−^* cells per se, nor can the short strain energy delay account for our observations. Future studies using a method that allows for better temporal resolution without the current side effects (cell movement altered due to abundant light exposure) will be needed to confirm this hypothesis. If the previous hypothesis does not hold, then the displacement of the frontal peak stresses closer to the cells\' centroid observed in *pirA^−^* and *scrA^−^* cells most likely is due to defects in adhesion that cause the front of the cell to glide constantly. The gliding of the cell\'s leading edge indicates that misregulation of the SCAR/WAVE complex affects frontal adhesion to the substrate, perhaps due to changes in the F-actin network and/or to pleiotropic effects (i.e., the specific complex may also be involved in pathways controlling adhesion).

In summary, our findings highlight the importance of regulated, anterior F-actin polymerization in the generation of traction stresses and the regulation of the motility cycle of chemotaxing amoeboid cells. We demonstrated that the SCAR/WAVE complex is essential to the preservation of the cell motility cycle and that the strength of the cellular traction stresses is determined by the amount of F-actin in the cell. To fully characterize how the F-actin cytoskeleton regulates the mechanics of cell migration, future studies of actin-related proteins affecting stabilization, cross-linking, and the turnover of F-actin filaments, using the methodologies and techniques discussed here, will be required.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

*Dictyostelium* cell lines and microscopy
-----------------------------------------

Axenically grown *Dictyostelium* wild-type and mutant cells were prepared for chemotaxis and seeded onto a flat, elastic polyacrylamide gel as described previously ([@B17]). We used KAx-3 (wild type), *scrA^−^*, and *pirA^−^* cells obtained from the Dicty Stock Center (DBS0236926 and DBS0236780). An expression plasmid containing the sequence for *Lifeact* (Abp140-GFP; [@B38]), a 17--amino acid peptide that binds F-actin fused to GFP, was constructed using standard molecular biology techniques. The cell lines were transfected with this plasmid to generate *Lifeact*-expressing cells for fluorescence imaging.

For image acquisition, we used a Nikon TE300 inverted microscope and a PC running Metamorph software (Molecular Devices, Downington, PA), as described previously ([@B17]). For image acquisition of the cells expressing the *Lifeact* probe, a spinning disk confocal microscope (Leica DMIRE2, Yokogawa CSU10) was used, and a PC running SimplePCI software controlled the specific setup. Images were acquired at 2- and 4-s intervals for the wild-type and mutant cells, respectively. The total acquisition time ranged from 2400 to 4000 s. The time history of the wild-type and mutant cells considered for analysis was at least 320 s (approximately four cycles) and 640 s, respectively.

Polyacrylamide gel fabrication
------------------------------

Polyacrylamide gels of 5% acrylamide and 0.06% bis-acrylamide coated with 0.2 mg/ml collagen were prepared as described ([@B43]; [@B20]). The gel consists of two layers: the bottom layer contains no beads, and the upper one contains 4 μl of 2% carboxylate modified yellow latex beads of 0.1 μm diameter (FluoSpheres; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). The thickness of the gel is ∼40 μm. The plane of the cells recorded is the same as that of the fluorescent beads. The Poisson ratio of the substrate was assumed to be 0.3, as reported previously ([@B20]; [@B21]). Young\'s modulus of the substrate was ∼1.2 kPa, as determined from measurements of the indentation of a tungsten carbide sphere ([@B27]) and also using atomic force microscopy.

Cell contour identification
---------------------------

Differential interference contrast images were acquired using a 40× air objective. A custom algorithm using MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) identified the contour of the cells ([@B2]).

Determination of the substrate deformation and calculation of the stresses
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The deformation of the substrate was determined from the displacements of the fluorescent beads embedded in the substrate, using image correlation techniques ([@B47]; [@B24]). Square windows of 16 pixels with a 50% overlap were used. In each experimental session, the beads were recorded at the plane where their fluorescence intensity is maximum in order to minimize systematic errors caused by any out-of-focus beads. The cellular stress field was calculated using the traction force cytometry method developed by [@B17]), an extension of the method developed by [@B10]). The method takes into account the finite thickness of the elastic substrate, thus improving the accuracy and resolution of previous ones ([@B18]; [@B10]). The pole forces (pairs of opposing, contractile forces resulting from the integral of the traction stresses at the front and back halves of the cells) exerted on the cell\'s front, F~f~, and back, F~b~, were calculated as described in [@B17]): where ξ \> 0 indicates the front and ξ \< 0 the back of the cell. The strain energy U~s~ (mechanical work) that the cells exert on their substrate was also calculated as shown in [@B17]): where is the measured displacement vector field in the free substrate surface. Further details of our TFC and the various analytical techniques used in the analysis of the traction stresses are provided elsewhere ([@B17]; [@B2]).

Determination of the periodicity of the cell length and strain energy time records
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We applied wave analysis to test whether the measured time records of the cell length and strain energy were periodic (i.e., narrowband spectrum) and to calculate their dominant period. First, we obtained an initial estimate of the main period, T~0~, of these records from the peaks in their autocorrelation functions. Second, we determined the period of the cycle, T, by fitting the time records to a sinusoidal function of the form in a nonlinear, least squares sense. The signal frequency was estimated as f = 1/T. Because secular fluctuations can shift the detected periods to spurious, long values not related to the changes in cell length associated with the motility cycle, the period *T* was constrained using the initial estimate between T~0~/2 and 2T~0~. We consistently observed that the best fit resulted from a sine function of a frequency similar to the one determined initially through the autocorrelation function. The value of coefficient a was independently set equal to the absolute maximum of the normalized time record, and its value did not affect the estimation of T. The value of the coefficient ϕ was not constrained.

After determining the best-fitted sine waves of the time records of the cell length during motility, we cross-correlated them to determine their degree of periodicity. Thus we were able to quantify the extent to which a sine wave of period T can capture the behavior of the particular cell length time record. We computed the Spearman\'s correlation coefficients R~L_sine~ and the p values p~m~ for Spearman\'s R~L_sine~ to test the hypothesis of no correlation. We also defined the parameter degree of periodicity as DOP = R~L_sine~ ·100, so that 0 \< DOP \< 100.

We applied a similar analysis in order to find the degree of correlation between the time records of the cell length and strain energy. We computed the Spearman\'s correlation coefficients R~L_U~ to assess how well cross-correlated the cell length and strain energy time records were and the p values p~m~ for Spearman\'s R~L_U~ to test the hypothesis of no correlation between the time records. We also calculated the time delay between the two time records by locating the maximum of their cross-correlation function. To optimally locate the peak of the correlation function, we applied parabolic-fitting interpolation to the vicinity of the peak point of the cross-correlation function, as described elsewhere ([@B40]). We followed a similar technique for the cell lines expressing *Lifeact* to analyze the correlation between the time records of the maximum *Lifeact* fluorescence intensity at the cell\'s front and the cell length.

Phase statistical analysis of the motility cycle
------------------------------------------------

For those cell lines in which we identified the existence of a motility cycle, we obtained the spatiotemporal organization of cell shape and traction stresses during each stage of the motility cycle by using a phase-averaging technique developed previously ([@B17]; [@B32]). This algorithm uses the time evolution of the cell length or strain energy as a criterion for splitting the motility cycle into four different phases: 1) protrusion, identified as the time during which L and U~s~ are increasing; 2) contraction, the time during which L and U~s~ are near a local maximum; 3) retraction, the time during which L and U~s~ are decreasing; and 4) relaxation, the time during which L and U~s~ are near a local minimum (Supplemental Figure S5).
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DOP

:   degree of periodicity of the time variation of L

G~max~

:   maximum fluorescence intensity of F-actin marker at the front of a cell

f

:   frequency of the motility cycle

L

:   length of the major moment of inertia of the cell

λ

:   average distance traveled by a cell during one motility cycle

T

:   period of the motility cycle

U~s~

:   strain energy exerted by a cell on its substrate

V

:   average speed of a cell

[^1]: \*Co-senior authors.
